Introduction
Tolerance generally refers to the ability to endure, but its specific meaning differs by discipline. We employ tolerance in sociocultural terms, as "sympathy or indulgence for beliefs or practices differing from or conflicting with one's own" (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2010) . Social tolerance is the extent of recognition and acceptance of differences, willingness to grant equal rights, and refraining from openly intolerant attitudes (Hodges, Green, & Gurevich, 2001) . Given the cognitive nature of this definition, we seek to identify a social tolerance index not from country-level outcomes (e.g., minority percentages), but from citizens' perceptual views as measured in the WVS (WVS, 2005) . Scholars have identified differences between artifacts and associated perceptions stemming from individuals' perceptual biases (e.g., Elsbach, 2005) . While measuring artifacts is common due to information availability, by tapping into underlying perceptions, we hope to achieve a more accurate representation of tolerance within a society and improve prior research by providing a tool for IB scholars to assist in empirically testing research questions regarding social tolerance.
The present study advances earlier work that compared countries in terms of social tolerance (e.g., Das, DiRienzo, & Tiemann, 2008) in several important ways. First, recognizing that tolerance is a multidimensional construct, we develop a multi-factor social tolerance index that allows for a more fine grained analysis of the various aspects of social tolerance. Second, we use a more elaborate re-sampling median-based computation methodology that yields more reliable estimates of social tolerance indexes and rankings. Third, we present alternative measures of ranking sensitivity or robustness. Fourth, we validate our overall index and each of our dimensional indexes against a set of criteria and explore the role of social tolerance in a larger nomological network -demonstrating that our composite index correlates reasonably higher with our external validation measures than the Das et al. (2008) index. For calculating all indexes in this study we consider only non-participatory unsupervised methods that require no inputs from expert opinions or from specialized external software, helping to reduce researcher bias in the index development process.
While a general empirical link has been demonstrated between social tolerance and certain economic growth measures (Das et al., 2008; Treisman, 2000) , a comprehensive social tolerance index may assist academics, regulators, government officials, and analysts in better identifying global economic determinants and consequences of this important construct. For example, a better understanding of tolerance may help government officials to develop better policies to address issues such as the integration of immigrants into the local economy. Differentiation between countries with respect to gender-based tolerance may help explain the level of integration of women into a country's workforce, and by extension, influence a company's competitiveness in the global economy. Moreover, a multidimensional tolerance measure will better equip scholars to develop and test comparative cross-national theory regarding which tolerance dimensions impact particular variables of interest across different institutional settings. Having a reliable social tolerance measure will help IB scholars explore important questions such as how the tolerance of a country directly or indirectly impacts foreign direct investment location choices, expatriate assignment decisions, and strategic marketing and branding decisions in a host country.
Although developing and validating a multidimensional Global Social Tolerance Index (GSTI) is itself worthwhile, we also seek to improve rankings in other areas that have been criticized for methodological flaws or questionable simplifications (e.g., Bardhan & Klasen, 1999; Dijkstra, 2002; Permanyer, 2011) . The most common ills are using weights assumed equal or elicited dubiously from "experts", and employing a single aggregation method (e.g., weighted averages) without examining rank sensitivity. The GSTI developed herein uses a data-driven multi-method approach which avoids these tribulations and is supplemented with rank robustness/ sensitivity measures. The method proposed here can be used in developing other rankings/indices for nations or organizations within a country.
Social Tolerance Research, Dimensions, and Indexes
Despite its importance to international business, social tolerance research has been limited in terms of its theoretical foundation for index components and its methodology. For example, Das et al. (2008) offered a national-level tolerance index using average responses to four 1999-2004 WVS questions regarding minorities and homosexuals. While providing a foundation for our work, their study is limited in the number of items used, the consideration of only one overall tolerance dimension, and its ranking development method, in particular weighting all items equally. Similarly, using the General Social Survey of US households, Hodges Persell et al. (2001) derived an index regarding tolerance towards African Americans and homosexuals.
While prior research provides tools for comparing social tolerance cross-nationally, these indexes and rankings suffer from common disadvantages, namely: limited scope, limited dimensionality, and equal weighting. We address these shortcomings by offering a new social tolerance index derived using a re-sampling-type methodology. The proposed index contains gender, minorities, immigration, and religion factors, four of the most common issues associated with tolerance globally. While other tolerance areas exist (e.g., homosexuality, social class, political, differently abled, age), we contend that these four factors largely represent the major tolerance issues impacting global business today. Additionally, the tolerance dimensions vary in their degree of integration of a focal group into society (e.g., from willingness to accept to ability to become full citizens), capturing differences in their current states of acceptance. Furthermore, we employ a more robust methodology to derive national rankings.
We use the 2005 WVS database from 56 countries with over 83,000 usable individual responses (ranging from 954 for New Zealand to 3051 for Egypt, averaging 1456 per country) to measure the four tolerance components. The survey was translated from English to the local language for administration, with appropriate adjustments made to ensure functional equivalence (see www.worldvaluessurvey.org for additional information). Note that one of the initial 57 countries from this WVS (Hong Kong) was omitted due to a large number of missing values and outliers for this country.
Thirteen items were chosen based on past literature to represent the components of GSTI. To facilitate interpretations, items were reverse coded, when appropriate, so that higher values imply more tolerance (as shown in all 13 items of the four dimensions below). Note that the WVS items have different response scales, which if used without adjustment could be problematic. This is evident in the religion items, where the first two are binary and the other two require a 1-to-5 response. For the dichotomous variables, aggregating individual-level data essentially creates a country-level item that indicates the percentage of people in a country that agree with a statement. After the responses were put on a common metric with higher scores indicating greater tolerance and averaged at the country level, we obtained comparable continuous scales presented below. As such, improved reliabilities were obtained using national averages vs the initial WVS respondents' data for the 13 questions chosen.
Gender
Granting women equal rights to men is a longstanding global issue (Adler, 2002; Bullough, Kroeck, Newburry, Kundu, & Lowe, 2012; Parboteeah, Hoegl, & Cullen, 2008) . For example, women were not allowed to vote until 1920 in the US, 1944 in France, 1947 in Mexico, 1971 in Switzerland, 2006 in the UAE, and December 2015 in Saudi Arabia (although many other gender-based restrictions remain). Several organizations have compiled national gender inequality rankings, such as the United Nations Development Program's Genderrelated Development Index and the World Bank's Gender Equality Index. Although criticized for their construction method and assumptions made in overcoming data gaps (cf., Bardhan & Klasen, 1999; Dijkstra, 2002) , these indexes remain popular in academic research. Whereas the above indexes utilize secondary data, the GLOBE project surveyed respondents regarding perceived gender role equality (House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, & Gupta, 2004) . While making an important contribution, the GLOBE survey items reflect general gender role attitudes as opposed to tolerance. Moreover, the items assessed current practices ("as is") and prescription ("should be") for a society, vs individual attitudes (e.g., "my personal beliefs are").
The above gender equality measures examined observable behaviors and actual women participation rates (UN) or respondents' assessments of gender role practices (GLOBE). We examine tolerance of gender equality, an important theoretical complement to past studies. It is not just a women's societal position that matters, but also whether women are accepted in these positions (Newburry, Belkin, & Ansari, 2008) . Our measures examine respondents' personal perceptions, focusing on tolerance towards women enjoying equal rights, rather than actual women's rights. As such, measuring this tolerance dimension helps address calls for greater IB research on gender (e.g., WAIB, 2015) by addressing an important component of gender bias in international business.
Respondents evaluated the following items (4-point scale: 1=agree strongly to 4=disagree strongly):
(1) Men make better political leaders.
(2) University is more important for a boy than for a girl. (3) Men make better business executives than women do.
Minorities
Globalization has brought differences in minority group treatment across societies into focus, as scholars examine marginalization's impact within the corporation (Price & Feinman, 1995) . Similar to gender, equal minority group treatment may indicate an ability to operate according to expected global business norms. Stone, Hosoda, Lukaszewski, and Phillips (2008) examined some problems of current minority discrimination research, including questionable measures, non-representative samples, and experimental situations that provide "hints and cues that govern the participants' perceptions of his or her role and of the experimenter's hypotheses" (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991: 115) , thus limiting research validity. Wrench (2011) further noted crosscountry data comparability problems. Weldon's (2006) minority tolerance index was based on five equally weighted questionnaire items from the 1997 Eurobarometer survey of 15 European Union members; none of these items is similar to the WVS questions used herein.
Developing a cross-national minority rights index appears problematic given difficulties in consistently classifying what constitutes a minority cross-nationally. Our measure allows for a more comparable examination of minority tolerance by examining perceptions regarding multiple minority groups. We help pave the way for cross-national study of minority issues by establishing a construct for use both in theoretical development and empirical analysis. This may be particularly useful to IB scholars interested in the impact of discrimination against minorities on important HR topics such as the perceptions of marginalized individuals in host countries and their relationships with foreign firms (e.g., Newburry, Gardberg, & Sanchez, 2014) . Three items measured our minority tolerance component, the first two of which resemble the ones used by Das et al. (2008) 
Immigration
Recent estimates suggest that the global total of migrant workers would equal the population of the fifth largest country, with the number expected to increase in coming decades (ILO, 2013) . As such, immigrant worker tolerance is increasingly important to global business. Given a frequent concern regarding immigrant-related employment impacts, immigrant-related research often focuses on workforce issues. For example, DelCampo, Jacobson, Van Buren, and Blancero (2011) examined perceptions of immigrant and non-immigrant US-born Hispanics. Thus IB scholars would benefit from an index addressing immigrant tolerance as it would help in examining issues of how firms deal with immigrant workers in both their home and host countries. Given the prominence of NGOs in recent IB research, an immigrant tolerance index might also aid in studying the work of NGOs in addressing such issues.
However, little research has examined immigration-related tolerance. An exception is Weldon's (2006) study of ethnic minority tolerance that focused a section on how citizenship regimes can affect social and political tolerances using 1997 Eurobarometer survey items. We fill this gap by deriving an immigration factor within our overall GSTI. Note that this dimension contrasts with the immigration item within the minority dimension since the minority item focuses on immigrant worker tolerance, while this dimension examines achievement of citizenship to capture a nation's stance on immigration. The items within our index are:
In your opinion, how important should the following be as requirements for somebody seeking citizenship of your country? (3-point scale: 1= very important, 2= rather important, 3= not important):
(1) Having ancestors from my country. Additional WVS items were considered but not supported by subsequent reliability analysis.
Religion
While the first three components of our tolerance index concern tolerance towards specific groups, the final component of our index addresses a factor often associated with a lack of tolerance towards multiple groups: religion. As such, it considers tolerance at a more broadbased institutional level. "All major religions, specifically Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism, include teachings and rituals that emphasize certain work values and attitudes" (Yeganeh, 2015: 585) . Thus religion plays a strong role in forming norms of behavior in a society. In particular, strong religious beliefs have commonly been associated with conservative attitudes (Cukur, de Guzman, & Carlo, 2014) and the pursuit of "absolute moral standards" (Yeganeh, 2015: 587) , which tend towards strict definitions of acceptable behavior. These beliefs have commonly been associated with various forms of tolerance such as attitudes restricting the role of women in society (Seguino, 2011) and the acceptance and rights of homosexuals (Jäckle & Wenzelburger, 2015) . Religion has also been linked to attitudes towards immigrants (e.g., Foner & Alba, 2008) , and religious particularism has been linked to racial prejudice in Europe (Ekici & Yucel, 2015) . Strict beliefs such as these may ultimately extend to a lack of tolerance of outsiders in general.
It is recognized that many religions subscribe to a version of the "Golden Rule", "to do unto others as you would wish them to do unto you", which would suggest greater tolerance. Moreover, while resisted by many religious leaders, recent efforts by Pope Francis and others to take a more inclusive stance regarding diversity issues such as acceptance of homosexuals are noteworthy. However, given the above strong evidence in past research linking religion with inflexible beliefs and various forms of intolerance, a dimension incorporating religion seems appropriate to be included within our overall social tolerance framework. As religious institutions play influential roles in many emerging markets, including a religion dimension in our tolerance index may be useful to IB scholars examining how institutional environments impact business practices affecting foreign entrants into these markets. To incorporate this, we used the following four items from the same WVS:
( *In non-Christian societies substitute "religious authorities" for "churches". The first two items constituted Müller's (2009) "Religious Influence Index", while the latter two have been previously used to construct his "Religious Leadership Index". Three other promising WVS questions ("Religious leaders should not influence how people vote in elections", "Religious leaders should not influence government decisions", and "Having as neighbors people of a different religion") were considered for inclusion, but later dropped after data analysis revealed they worsened the internal fit of this factor.
Psychometric Properties of the Scale
To assess the basic psychometric properties of the scales, we first subjected our data to exploratory factor analysis. Based on the exploratory factor analysis, the factor structure was nearly perfect at both the individual and the national levels of analysis. Likewise, confirmatory factor analysis results provided strong empirical support for the four-factor structure, with all the item loadings and goodness-of-fit statistics significantly exceeding the commonly accepted cutoff points. Further, we tested the internal reliability of our subscales. All of these met commonly accepted standards at both the individual and national levels of analysis. Specifi-cally, the Cronbach's alphas, at the individual and national levels of analysis respectively, were 0.78 and 0.93 for the Gender, 0.72 and 0.91 for Minorities, 0.73 and 0.85 for Immigration, and 0.71 and 0.95 for Religion tolerance components.
Furthermore, to justify the aggregation of the individual WVS data and their use at the country level of analysis, we computed intra-class correlations (ICCs). As noted by Hanges and Dickson (2004) , ICCs reported in organizational literature tend to be rather low, averaging only 0.12 and typically ranging from 0.05 to 0.20. Similarly low figures are provided in studies that specifically focus on cross-national comparisons (e.g., Au & Cheung, 2004; Dolan, Diez-Pinol, Fernandez-Alles, MartinPrius, & Martinez-Fierro, 2004; Lenartowicz & Roth, 2001) . The figures for aggregate data on attitudes and cultural values are even less impressive. A reanalysis of Hofstede's data, probably the most known national-level dataset derived by aggregation of individual responses reported ICC(1) of 0.02-0.07 (Gerhart & Fang, 2005) , which is close to the average of 0.04 reported by Hofstede (1980) . A meta-analysis of the research that used Hofstede's approach to measuring culture reported ICC(1) of 0.10-0.30, depending on the value dimension (Steel & Taras, 2010) , which is similar to the GLOBE figures reported by Hanges and Dickson (2004) : ICC(1) between 0.22 and 0.27 depending on the scale. Our own calculations for the WVS items used to compute GSTI were comparatively better. For the composite scales, ICC(1) ranged from 0.42 for the Gender subscale to 0.94 for the Minorities subscale. The figures were lower for individual items ranging from 0.11 to 0.95 (0.61 average), but still noticeably better than the ICC and within/between country variance statistics reported in earlier similar studies, justifying aggregation of individual data to the country level.
GSTI Methodology and Development
WVS country averages were used to compute GSTI in all subsequent work. In order to justify the countrylevel aggregation, ANOVAs were computed on the 13 study items to generate Fstatistics comparing the between country vs within country differences using the individual-level respondents data. For the 13 items, the between-country variance was very significant (p<0.001), ranging from 7.1% and 34.5%, justifying the aggregation.
We also considered the issue of cross-national response style differences (Smith, 2004) . Correcting for possible cross-cultural differences did not seem appropriate in our case for multiple reasons. First, since responses to all items in our study are closely related, centering (within-subject or within-group) will remove important variance and can undermine the data validity -distorting the data and hiding real differences pertaining to our constructs. Second, given the limited response scale ranges for our study items (in fact, five of the 13 items were binary questions), we do not expect to see extreme response bias. More importantly, for the yes/no items, true country-level data properties do not become manifested until the data are aggregated to generate country-level percentages. Finally, our multi-ranking procedures per country require a single national-level value per attribute; thus they cannot be applied to individual-level multi-response data. However, to eliminate possible threats to validity of our findings, we tested our data for acquiescence bias and extreme response styles (Marin, Gamba, & Marin, 1992 ) and compared rankings with and without corrections. The results revealed no significant response style differences across the cultural groups represented in our sample, and the relative rankings of the countries did not change appreciably when response style corrections were used. Given the above reasons against using such corrections in our case, the results based on the data uncorrected for response style are reported here.
Not surprisingly, prior research into international differences in social tolerance, as well as other country rankings generally refrained from data transformations that could correct for response style. For example, Das et al. (2008) did not correct their social tolerance data for crosscultural differences in response style. Within-subject standardization was applied by Hofstede to his IBM data (Hofstede, 1980 ) and a similar standardization was used in the GLOBE project (House et al., 2004) , but the standardizations were made across all items in the survey which referred to a wide range of values and issues, not to the same issue as is the case in our study.
Using national averages for our analyses addresses concerns about the impact of differences in country sample sizes. The original dataset (56 countries, 13 items) contained 10.9% missing values, which were imputed using the widely used EM loglikelihood maximization algorithm (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977: 42,177 Google Scholar citations as of 5 August 2015). The algorithm may work reasonably well when the underlying normality assumption does not hold (as in our study) or data are not missing completely at random (MCAR) provided the missing mechanism does not depend on the observed complete data (Little, 1992; Pigott, 2001 ). In our case, Little's MCAR test, comparing the actual patterns of missing data with those expected if they were distributed as MCAR is plausible (p ~ 0.10, not significant), empirically justified by the majority of missing data coming from countries where a question was not administered rather than being the choice of individual respondents. No county's missing value estimates are outside their pre-imputation range, and none of the imputed value ranks are out of sync with their non-missing data ranks. A comparison of absolute mean differences of the 13 items before and after imputation shows that they are all small between 0.0% and 1.6%, the latter for the item: "churches give answers to problems of family life". This religion item had seven missing values compared to the immigration items where pre-post imputation differences are only 0.22-0.67% in spite of their larger number of fully imputed scores (see below). Additionally, the pre-post differences in variability of each item were also small. In general, imputation of missing values reduced the skewness of most items, as did the elimination of both index and rank outliers. The above explorations render additional confidence that missing values were reasonably estimated in this dataset. Thus we elected to keep imputed values in the tables with a clear indication regarding their imputation rather than omitting them all, which would have eliminated many major countries and would lead to an undesirably smaller number of responses (see discussion in conclusion section).
Note that immigration data were not collected in eleven countries (Britain, Colombia, France, Guatemala, Iran, Iraq, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Peru, and Russia), resulting in the scores for the Immigration Index to be fully imputed for these countries. Fewer full imputations occurred for the Religion Index (Britain, China, France, the Netherlands, and Russia), for the Minorities Index (Egypt, Iraq, and Japan), and none for the Gender Index. These scores are marked by "a" in Table 1 (see footnote) and caution should be used in interpreting these values.
Reliability analyses on national averages with or without missing values (i.e., prior to or after the EM imputations) validated all four factors. Cronbach's alphas at the national level are in the 0.90s, except for immigrants (0.85), and substantially higher than those with the WVS raw data (0.70s). Even when deleting the two countries with the largest number of missing values (Colombia and Iraq), all four factors' reliability results remain equivalent. In light of these analyses, the 13 WVS items, although not exhaustive, appear reasonably valid and sufficiently robust as input for the GSTI.
We use a data-driven multi-stage approach to derive the GSTI. First, all data are converted to a common scale by performing five standardizations: percent of max, 0-1 range, Euclidean vector, percentile rank, and z-scores. Second, the data are weighted using seven weighting methods: equal weights, two modifications of Pawlak's (1991) rough sets AI, entropy with two transformations, and two hybrid square distance variations from non(ideal) TOPSIS targets (Hwang & Yoon, 1981) . Lastly, five aggregation methods are used to obtain the composite index and rank for each country by combining each attribute weight and value according to: simple additive weighting, weighted product ratio, ordering by similarity to ideal solution TOPSIS (Hwang & Yoon, 1981) , and weight free scale-invariant combination of the first two aggregations using two distribution origin location estimators (Muralidhar & Zanakis, 1992) . This re-sampling-type process generates not just one index value and rank but up to 175 (=5×7×5) estimates per country -depending on certain method requirements for data standardization. Any choice of specific procedures cannot be claimed to be exhaustive or the best. For additional information on this methodology, see Zanakis and Rickling (2010) and Simpson (2011) .
Our analyses produced 124 valid combinations of the above three procedural steps, each yielding an index and rank per country. Outliers were identified non-parametrically, due to lack of normality, and eliminated at α = 0.05 (typically about 3% at a subindex level and 1% at the overall index level). For example at the overall median rank level, the 71 country outliers averaged a data outlier reduction of 1.2% with the largest number of outliers deleted (out of 124 replications) occurring for France (17), Italy (22), and India (20). Four countries had 1-5 outliers only, while the remaining 49 countries had no rank outliers. Similarly, for the overall median index, 132 outliers (1.9%) were deleted, primarily from Andorra (23), Jordan (17), Bulgaria (14), Norway (14), and Sweden (13); this notably includes the top three ranked countries because, as often observed in rankings, the top and bottom few countries form their own clusters of larger consecutive steps in an ordered list. Deleting outliers at the national data level tends to eliminate the combined effect of external "noises" within individual-level data as well as procedure-level "noises".
Then, using the corresponding attributes, we obtain for each country the median rather than the mean of the generated cleaned sub-indexes as the most representative tolerance score for each dimension (reasons for using the median are explained later): Gender Equality, Minorities, Immigrants, and Religion (Table 1 , Columns 1-4), along with their correlations (see table bottom). All subindex correlations are, as expected, positive and highly significant (p<0.01. A more detailed discussion of these results is provided later.
Our methodology differs from others cited in three important ways: (1) we utilize more items to quantify each of four tolerance dimensions, even compared to researchers using WVS data (c.f., Das et al., 2008; Knack & Keefer, 1997; Treisman, 2000) ; (2) we obtain data-driven weighted factor scores rather than simple averages of items loading in each factor (cf., Das et al., 2008) ; and (3) instead of the customary single index, we employ combinations of procedures to generate large re-samples of indexes and ranks per country, resulting in confidence-based assessments of index and rank, along with sensitivity analysis.
The aggregate GSTI is obtained using the four tolerance sub-indexes to develop a composite. For each country, the median of the 124 method combinations of index values described earlier is used as that country's GSTI (Column 8). The commonly used benchmark index of equal weighted sub-indexes (Column 7) and the corresponding benchmark ranks are also shown (Columns 5-6). Examining the lack of proximity between the median (sub)index and the equally weighted benchmark reveals the extent of their overall (dis)agreement: The overall GSTI matched the benchmark ranks in 19 of the 56 countries. The minority tolerance index is the most similar to the equally weighted benchmark (mean absolute percent difference, MAPD =0.3%), while the immigrant and religion indexes are the most different (MAPD =4.4% and 4.3%). As an external validation of our GSTI, we added (Column 9) the GT H&M Index of Das et al. (2008) for 31 countries common to both studies. The correlation between these two indexes (0.62) is significant, even though only two of their four questions (both on minorities) matched our 13 items, and our construct is more theoretically and empirically justifiable.
As expected, the seven weighting methods produce rather dissimilar weights from each other and from the benchmark's equal weights of 0.25, resulting in the following overall weights for the four sub-indexes: Religion (0.282), Immigrants (0.268), Gender (0.236), and Minorities (0.214). The smallest weight for minorities is influenced by its items' smallest data variability and high negative skewness (about −1.18), while the religion items' approximate data symmetry and largest variability impact its higher weight. Notably, method weights are influenced by input data variability at the index level (standard deviation) and at the attribute item level (coefficient of variation due to markedly different means and shapes). For each of the 124 combinations, our procedure generates an index for each country and corresponding rank among the 56 countries. We report for each country the median of the ranks generated rather than the (single) rank of the median index calculated. In other words, for each country, ranks have their own distribution independently of the median index and then we separately calculated the median of these ranks. We chose the median index and the median of ranks generated for several more reasons: Lack of normality for most countries, and sensitivity of a mean to outliers and to non-constant variance across the scores; 1 furthermore, a country may have index outliers and no rank outliers (like Andorra) or vice versa. The median response has been used in Delphi assessments to arrive at a consensus of expert opinions in research and practice widely since the mid1950s (see, e.g., Linstone & Turoff, 2002) .
In Table 2 , we use the difference of median minus benchmark rank to measure the extent of disagreement with the equally weighted benchmark rank, found to be + three positions at most. A negative difference implies that our approach improves that country's ranking compared with that of equal weighting, while a positive difference worsens it. Out of 56 countries, the median index improves the ranking of 19, worsens 18, and leaves 19 the same. To quantify each country's rank sensitivity or robustness, we used four rank dispersion measures: Outliers had been removed prior to the analysis. One can also visualize the extent of these rank sensitivities or robustness as the range of these steps around the main diagonal (the perfect median rank location nicely fitted in this case).
Note that a higher value in the first three measures implies more sensitivity, but the opposite holds for the last measure. The undisputed robust countries are those with the best possible value for each measure, namely Sweden and Norway, followed by Andorra, and Switzerland. Andorra is the most consistently ranked country out of the 56, placed 3rd by all 124 procedures (with no rank outliers). All 13 of its item data ranks are single digits except one (which ranked 14). Notably, the most sensitive country rankings are concentrated around the middle, including Japan at 24th and South Korea at 26th (with the two biggest rank ranges and five-rank majorities <50%), Guatemala at 40th and Trinidad and Tobago at 22nd. As expected, the most robust countries gravitate towards the top and bottom ranks (with few exceptions). 
GSTI Validation Against Theoretically Relevant External Criteria
The validation assessed how the composite GSTI and its sub-indexes fit into a larger nomological network of theoretically related constructs. We clarify that these constructs are not competing comprehensive social tolerance measures, but rather variables that should theoretically relate to tolerance. In addition to validating GSTI against the Das et al. (2008) findings, we also use data from Hofstede (1980 Hofstede ( , 2001 , GLOBE (House et al., 2004) , Schwartz (1999 Schwartz ( , 2008 , Leung and Bond (2004) , and archival databases of Freedom House, the World Bank, and the United Nations. When possible, mid-2000s indices were used to achieve temporal precedence with the WVS data. The GLOBE study also reported separate scores for their major cultural subgroups for a few countries (e.g., East and West Germany). The overall country averages were used in our calculations. We tested the correlations between 18 theoretically relevant constructs with GSTI and its four components (Table 3) . While we primarily focus on validation of the overall index, attention is also devoted to the individual components since future researchers may want to focus on these separately when studying specific research topics.
As expected, the GSTI components correlated strongly with the theoretically relevant external validation criteria, with most correlations falling within the 99% statistically significant 0.40-0.80 range for the pair sample sizes of n=35 to 51 (Table 3 ). The composite GSTI correlates positively with broad range indicators including economic and human development, Schwartz's model values of egalitarianism and intellectual autonomy, political and economic freedom, competitiveness, and Transparency International's Corruption Perception Index. Gender tolerance correlates positively with gender egalitarian beliefs, as well as women's empowerment and global gender gap. Minority tolerance correlates negatively with power distance and societal hierarchy orientation to a lesser extent. Tolerance of immigrants correlates negatively with globalization practices and in-group collectivism. Finally, Religion correlates negatively with both Leung and Bond's (2004) religiosity index and Schwartz's embeddedness measure (a.k.a. conservatism).
In some cases, the correlations corresponding to the focal GSTI are not the largest. However, the internal reliability of the GSTI is very high, with the components closely intertwined, so it is not surprising to see that most external criteria correlated strongly with all four index components.
In order to further demonstrate the incremental contribution of our GSTI composite index over that of Das et al. (2008) , we added the Das et al. correlation with our external comparison measures as the last column within Table 3 . Our overall GSTI correlations are reasonably higher (marked with "c") for 13 of the external measures than those of Das et al. These external measures are used to validate the overall index, and the four GSTI components. The gender, immigration, and religion results are not surprising since they were overlooked within Das et al.'s index, but two of our three minority questions were included within the Das et al. 5-item index. With only one exception, the remaining external correlation pairs between these two composites are practically ties. Further, correlations comparing these two indexes with the annual Global Gender Gap Index for 2006-2010 revealed a GSTI correlation linearly trending upward over time from 0.81 to 0.84 (vs a practically constant 0.57-0.58 for the Das et al. index) ; while a meta-analysis of Hofstede's Power Distance data over the past three decades reveals a GSTI correlation of −0.77 vs −0.49 for Das et al. Table 2 GSTI rank agreement and sensitivity with equally weighted benchmark rank Table 3 Criteria validation analysis
Concluding Remarks
A nation's overall tolerance score may be a key to better understand its role in the global community (Das et al., 2008; Weldon, 2006) . We add value to the tolerance literature by utilizing a large cross-country sample to develop an aggregate GSTI that incorporates four theory-based tolerance indicators, and expand it using multiple derivation methods of indexing and ranking, avoiding any weight assumptions and providing measures assessing each country's rank sensitivity or robustness. This provides a clearer picture of the global community that may facilitate future theoretical and empirical research. Understanding tolerance is increasingly important as we continue to break down national borders in our evermore-globalized environment.
Our overall contribution to the literature on social tolerance includes the following advancements. First, while a few prior studies have developed a single measure of tolerance (e.g., Das et al., 2008) , they have failed to theoretically and empirically distinguish between different types of tolerance. Both theoretically and empirically, we demonstrate that different types of tolerance exist. Moreover, while they are empirically correlated, they are far from perfectly so, suggesting that they will have different predictive abilities in different circumstances.
Second, by developing an overall GSTI that can also be broken into its subcomponents, we help improve prior research focused on both overall tolerance and tolerance regarding specific issues. Regarding overall tolerance, prior measures have failed to capture a broad representation of tolerance, leading them to be biased towards the particular tolerance measures being examined. For example, Das et al.'s (2008) measure, while a noteworthy first step in this literature, includes a total of four equally weighted items in a single factor and does not address gender tolerance or immigration or religion issues. While, as noted above, our four components are correlated, they are far from near-perfectly correlated. These characteristics of our GSTI measure compared with prior tolerance measures suggest that prior studies focused on broad tolerance may have been incomplete in their tolerance specification by using less comprehensive measures, while studies focused on tolerance regarding a particular tolerance area may have not used the most specific measure possible. Furthermore, we demonstrated that our GSTI correlates reasonably higher with our external validation measures than Das et al.'s index -particularly for the overall composite index.
For IB researchers, the availability of a comprehensive measure of tolerance allows them to examine more confidently important questions regarding how a country's overall social tolerance level may relate to important country-level outcomes such as the ability to attract foreign direct investment or the ability to harness a country's full workforce potential. This measure may also help in better understanding the determinants of constructs such as country reputation (e.g., Newburry, 2012) and cultural intelligence (e.g., Thomas et al., 2015) . Social tolerance also appears to be an important factor in cultural distance, a construct that has been shown to play a major role in various international business phenomena from entry modes to international collaboration (cf., Shenkar, 2001; Tihanyi, Griffith, & Russel, 2005) . From a multinational company perspective, it allows the exploration of questions such as how operating in countries with different tolerance profiles impacts the coordination of MNC policies across countries. Additionally, the four individual dimensions within our measure provide tools for IB researchers to examine specific questions related to individual areas of tolerance. For example, how does gender-based tolerance or tolerance towards immigrants and minorities in a country impact the HR practices of MNC subsidiary managers towards these specific groups in a country, or even how ethics of executives are influenced by religion-based tolerance? Particularly given that our measures examine tolerance based on perceptions rather than actual practices, they provide insights into underlying viewpoints of a population, regardless of legal requirements, which may help MNC managers determine a truer account of tolerance in a country, and appropriate practices to address this.
Third, in contrast to Das et al. (2008) and all other prior tolerance studies, the major methodological contribution of this study is that we generated not one but 124 indices and ranks per country (after removal of outliers), the medians of which are taken as the consensus median index and the median of all these ranks for each country. In a sense, this approach may be viewed as using a repeated sampling. This allows two additional benefits: (a) weights driven by the data, not assumed equal or selected without sufficient justification by human "experts" (these calculated weights can assist experts in their deliberations for a consensus based on other criteria); and (b) four measures of variability of the ranks of each country to assess each country's rank sensitivity or robustness. Overall, while we recognize the contributions of prior studies, our procedure is much more compatible with the reliability and validity standards currently expected within top journals than prior measures. The GSTI composite index presented herein reveals 99% significant correlations with all 18 external (sub)indexes examined within Table 3 at all five levels, with 15 of these correlations ranging from 0.70 to 0.88; for example, at the composite level with human and economic development, as well as corruption perception and to a lesser extent with social freedom (civil, political, and economic). We also examine correlates of each GSTI component, providing additional validation at this level -which is particularly strong for gender, immigration, and religion. It remains debatable, however, whether these relationships are causal.
The indexing and ranking methodology presented herein, or variations of it, could be applied to different datasets, provided that the data have been analyzed suitably and the constructs have been properly validated. Furthermore, our approach does not require prior benchmark indexes and ranks; that role can be played by setting one of the equally weighted results generated as the default benchmark. Since the data standardization and method combinations employed here are neither exhaustive nor the best of all possible ones, no indexing/ranking approach can be clearly superior in all aspects. What we advocate is that a systematic combination of multiple representative methods is a powerful tool to assess any published or calculated ranking that uses equal (assumed out of convenience) or unequal weights (often inadequately justified). Namely, it allows examining: (a) the extent to and conditions under which such prior single method rankings agree with multi-method median rankings, (b) any systematic biases of single method ranks (e.g., relative to external variables), and (c) how sensitive or robust each country rank is under different scenarios.
At a policy level, answers produced by such an "automated" multi-method system can only serve as a starting point to facilitate deliberations of experts, decision-makers, or policy officials. Involving them early in the "game" from the criteria phase is the key to successful implementation. In national rankings, equal weighted averages are commonly employed because they are not only simpler or the only way known, but also because they avoid public scrutiny or potential objections to differentiated weights. Even then, an approach like the one presented herein can assist decision-makers to understand and compare the reasons, magnitude, and impact of both procedures and new variables added. The joint report by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development with the European Commission Joint Research Centre (OECD ECJRC, 2008) has advocated guidelines for composite indicators. However, such procedures or ones similar to those advanced in this study have not been widely adopted in management and international business journals.
Limitations and Future Research
While we believe our manuscript makes significant contributions, it is not without limitations that open up future research opportunities. First, our tolerance dimensions are not exhaustive and future research could examine other tolerance components. Second, individual-level tolerance research has considered both attitudes and behavioral intentions (e.g., Sagiv & Schwartz, 1995; Schmid, Hewstone, Tausch, Cairns, & Hughes, 2009) , and future research could extend this distinction to the country level. Third, our tolerance component measures varied based on the current state of acceptance of a group in society and their representation within the WVS. However, future research is needed to better understand these differences. Fourth, space restrictions prohibited including a detailed discussion of the variables used to validate the measures, and more generally, the convergent and divergent validity of the GSTI. While we contend that our tests produce a highly valid measure, future research could nonetheless develop these validations in further detail -in relation to the validation measures we examine along with other measures that should be theoretically similar or distinct, such as the related construct of acceptance. Additionally, newly identified cultural dimensions (e.g., Minkov & Hofstede, 2012) and/or approaches to conceptualizing and measuring culture (e.g., Caprar, Devinney, Kirkman, & Caligiuri, 2015) could be used for further validation. These might include relating social tolerance to culture at the transnational or subnational levels (e.g., Venaik & Midgley, 2015) or to culture conceptualized in terms of schemas or norms as opposed to the more commonly used values approach (e.g., Leung & Morris, 2015) . Fifth, we chose variables that were theoretically close to our tolerance dimensions to validate our constructs. We leave the development of theory and testing regarding the impact of tolerance on other variables to future studies. Sixth, tolerance is only one component in predicting the actions of countries, and certainly cannot explain everything, just as no single variable can. Future research could examine the impact of tolerance visà-vis other country-level variables in predicting the actions of countries. Seventh, crosscultural differences in survey response styles are likely present in WVS and remain partially unaddressed in our study. While we discussed earlier why adjusting the data for this did not seem appropriate for our study, and examined whether extreme response style and acquiescence bias (Marin et al., 1992) influence our results, this issue should be kept in mind when interpreting the results of the present study. We encourage future researchers to explore in more depth the effects of cross-cultural differences in response styles on the results of social tolerance national rankings.
While we include a sub-index based on religion in our overall GSTI, we realize there are limitations associated with this measure. First, items related to "God" and "churches/religious authorities" may have much stronger applicability within predominantly monotheistic religious cultures (e.g., Müller, 2009 ). Second, while religion has commonly been associated with intolerance towards women and homosexuals, as noted earlier, many religions subscribe to a version of the "Golden Rule"-"to do unto others as you would wish them to do unto you." As such, care regarding a universal association of religion with intolerance should be taken, and future research might delve more deeply into this issue. Inclusion of this dimension is not meant to be taken as a condemnation of religion, which in its various forms is central to the lives of a large percentage of the world's inhabitants, and certainly a source of benefits to many. Third, the religion component of our social tolerance index differs from other dimensions in that it takes a more broad-based institutional approach to tolerance. While this on one hand increases the scale's scope and the religious dimension empirically fits overall well with the other dimensions, we nonetheless recognize this conceptual difference. Items within the religion dimension may be less reflective of actual tolerance and more indicative of a general condition that has been associated in prior literature with a lack of tolerance. This difference in approach should also be recognized.
The WVS has been criticized for some data design and collection issues that are also limitations inherited here. The methodological index and ranking development procedures described in this paper require complete data and are computationally very intensive, as is the missing value analysis (MVA) procedure used for imputation of missing values. Thus both are not feasible to apply directly to big datasets like the 83,000 individual respondents in WVS. In this study, if no data imputation is desired or available, the respondent-level dataset without any missing values in any of the 13 items of each respondent will be reduced to 42,440 complete responses from 41 countries. This would have eliminated 15 countries, including eight major ones (Britain, Canada, China, France, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and Russia), which we deemed unacceptable as not representative and likely to induce larger standard errors due to smaller sample sizes.
Finally, several other indexing procedures for data standardization, weighting, and aggregation could be used here or by others, such as principal components and factor analysis scores, an array of utilitybased and multi-criteria decision aids, data envelopment or conjoint analysis, etc. We avoided using such procedures in this study since our focus has been to use only self-contained embedded analytical index approaches. Several methods could also be used with ranked data outside any indexing approach, such as Borda, Condorcet, Copeland, dominance, max agreement, min regret, or L1/L2 optimization norms (Zanakis, Antony, Nguyen, & Simpson, 2006) .
In an era with increasing cross-border interactions (Buckley & Ghauri, 2004) , tolerance is an important concern and may have far-reaching implications for business and public policy, particularly with respect to labor markets, personnel selection and management, diversity management in the workplace, and inter-group tension at the organizational and national levels. From a practical standpoint, the availability of an index of this type will help public policy officials to better understand issues related to tolerance in their home markets, and better predict the impact of policies regarding important segments of the population -such as immigrant employment issues, minority rights or religiosity's impact on politics and voting. For managers of multinationals, understanding tolerance issues in their host markets will help them better manage coordination of policies such as those related to managing diverse groups in the workforce across different subsidiary contexts. By developing a multi-factor social tolerance index, we have provided an aid to theory development and empirical studies not only regarding overall tolerance, but also related to four tolerance dimensions of particular importance -gender, minorities, immigrants, and religion. As such, we hope our study provides a valuable tool for future research development.
The data-driven methodologies employed in this study are directly applicable to the development of indexes and rankings within any application area of interest to researchers such as priority funding of projects, and rankings of colleges, journals, services or industries, and states or countries. In a business or political reality, such results can only be the starting point to facilitate the deliberations of decision-makers or policy officials in reaching an initial consensus on priorities for action. Since the data standardization and method combinations employed here are neither exhaustive nor the best of all possible ones, no indexing/ranking approach can be clearly superior to another in all aspects. What we advocate here is that a systematic combination of representative multiple such methods is a very powerful tool to assess any published or calculated rankings that so often use equal weights (assumed out of convenience) or unequal weights (usually inadequately justified).
